2001 dodge caravan crank sensor location

There are a number of reasons why a crankshaft position sensor can fail , and a number of
symptoms associated with that failure. Problems with the crankshaft position sensor will often
present as problems with engine timing. If you think your sensor has failed, here are some
common symptoms of a bad crankshaft sensor that can help you in determining whether or not
it has failed. As the engine speeds up, there needs to be adjustments to spark timing and fuel
injection. Without accurate input from the crankshaft sensor, the engine control unit ECU can't
make these adjustments as well as it should. This can result in slow or uneven acceleration.
Without accurate timing information, fuel injection won't occur as efficiently as it should. That
means the engine will need to use more gas and your morning commute will use up more fuel
than usual. Lack of proper spark timing can cause a different problem: one or more of the
cylinders may misfire. That is to say combustion may be disrupted. You will feel, and maybe
hear, this as a brief stutter in the engine. You might feel that the engine runs rough or vibrates
at idle, say, when you're sitting at a red light. This is similar to the above in that it stems from
poor spark timing. As seen with rough idling, sometimes crankshaft position sensor problems
are worse at low engine speeds. Sometimes the engine might even stall out entirely at low
speed if the fuel injectors aren't giving it the fuel it needs. It might be hard to get your engine
started without the fuel it needs or without proper timing. If the crankshaft sensor has failed
completely, and isn't sending a signal to the ECU at all, then the computer won't send any fuel
to the injectors. This will leave you unable to start the car. A failing or failed crankshaft position
sensor may cause the check engine light on your dashboard to come on. A diagnostic scan tool
will show a code between P and P The check engine light doesn't always come on, though, so
you could be experiencing any of the above symptoms for some time before you see the
warning light. There are a number of different problems that can cause similar symptoms to a
crankshaft position sensor problem. Many of the issues mentioned above can be caused by
failures in the ignition system or fuel injection system. Before you conclude that the crankshaft
position sensor is bad, you may need to run some tests. If you are experiencing the problems
mentioned above, then it may very well be time to replace your bad crankshaft position sensor.
However, before you replace it, you might want to run some tests first to confirm that the crank
sensor really is the source of the problem. Check out this article from the experts at 1A Auto to
learn more about how to test a crankshaft position sensor. Orders ship same day when ordered
by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the
highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards.
Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here
to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. If your
vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model.
Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Bad or Failing Crankshaft
Position Sensor Symptoms There are a number of reasons why a crankshaft position sensor
can fail , and a number of symptoms associated with that failure. Shop Crankshaft Position
Sensors Acceleration Problems As the engine speeds up, there needs to be adjustments to
spark timing and fuel injection. Reduced Gas Mileage Without accurate timing information, fuel
injection won't occur as efficiently as it should. Engine Misfires Lack of proper spark timing can
cause a different problem: one or more of the cylinders may misfire. Rough Idling You might
feel that the engine runs rough or vibrates at idle, say, when you're sitting at a red light. Stalling
As seen with rough idling, sometimes crankshaft position sensor problems are worse at low
engine speeds. Difficult Starting or No Starting It might be hard to get your engine started
without the fuel it needs or without proper timing. Check Engine Light A failing or failed
crankshaft position sensor may cause the check engine light on your dashboard to come on.
Related Issues There are a number of different problems that can cause similar symptoms to a
crankshaft position sensor problem. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct
fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support
Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here
to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year,
make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy.
Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding,
select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year Thankfully, testing the crankshaft position
sensor doesn't require expensive diagnostic tools since it can be accurately tested with a
multimeter. For the Dodge vehicles, the following crank sensor test tutorial may be of help:. TIP
1: The crank sensor test I'm gonna' show you in this tutorial is done while the sensor is in its
place on the transmission's bell housing. No need to remove it to test it. TIP 2: To perform this
test and get a very accurate result you can trust, I'm gonna' ask you to crank the engine by
hand. This is super important, because if you use the starter motor to crank the engine- you're

not gonna' get an accurate result. TIP 3: One of the most important things to keep in mind, when
testing the crank sensor on your 3. A spark result tells you that the crank sensor is doing it's
job. In a case like this where you're getting spark , this test will not help you. You and I can see
measure these 5 Volts pulses with a simple multimeter and we'll do that in this first test section.
Before you start the test, let me tell you that this is an on-car test of the crank sensor This also
means that you'll need to tap into the wire that sends this 5 volt pulse to the PCM with a special
tool. You can do this one of two ways. The first is to back-probe the connector. The other is to
use a wire-piercing probe. NOTE: Removing the crank sensor will cause the air gap between it
and the flywheel to be lost. This means that if you re-install the sensor, it will get beaten up and
destroyed by the flywheel. Remove the sensor only if you plan on replacing it since the new
sensor will have a paper spacer designed to set the proper air gap clearance between the
sensor and the flywheel. Disable the ignition system by disconnecting the ignition coil. This
step is important Disable all of the fuel injectors. This step is important also, since this will
prevent the PCM from injecting fuel into the engine cylinders if the crank sensor is OK. Locate
the crank sensor's connector. Remove enough of this electrical tape insulation to gain
comfortable access to the three wires it protects. This is the wire that connects to terminal
number 1 of the crank sensor harness connector identified in the illustration above. Connect the
black multimeter test lead to a good Ground point on the engine or directly on the battery
negative - post. Turn the Key to the On position but don't crank the engine , since this will
power up the crank sensor and make the test work. When the multimeter's leads are all set up,
have a helper if necessary turn the crankshaft pulley by hand in a clock-wise direction. Your job
is to keep your eyes glued on the multimeter's display. Do not use the starter motor to crank the
engine, since this will defeat the accuracy of this test. Off is when your multimeter reads 0 Volts
and On is when it reads 5 Volts. The key to seeing this voltage change is to turn the crankshaft
pulley slowly and steadily. This is good and this result tells you that the crank sensor is working
OK at this point in time. So now you know that your troubleshooting tests have to take a
different path since the crank sensor is not the cause of the no start condition. This tells you
that the crank sensor is not producing a crank signal the PCM can use to create spark and to
inject Fuel. But not always. Therefore, the next step is to check that the crankshaft position
sensor is getting power. All Articles: 3. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small
commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your
purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you
solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. When the crank sensor fails, your Dodge pickup van
or SUV will crank but not start. Contents of this tutorial:. Applies To:. Dodge Vehicles:. Do NOT
follow this link or you will be banned from the site! The crankshaft position sensor is an engine
management component found on virtually all modern vehicles with internal combustion
engines. It monitors the position and rotational speed of the crankshaft and sends the
information to the engine control unit so it can make appropriate adjustments based on
operating conditions. The crankshaft speed and position are some of the most important
parameters used in engine management calculations, and many engines cannot run if the
crankshaft position sensor is not providing an accurate signal. Problems with the crankshaft
position sensor can be linked to several issues. Overheating Engine. The excessive build-up of
heat in the engine can lead to crankshaft sensor damage by melting the plastic covering.
Circuitry Problems. Faulty voltage or loose, worn-out, or damaged wiring can disrupt the
signals sent to and from the crankshaft sensor, causing it to have issues. Driving with a failing
crankshaft position sensor can be difficult and potentially dangerous. It could lead to long-term
vehicle damage and expensive repairs, or even stop the car from working at all. Usually, a
problematic crankshaft position sensor will produce any of the following 7 symptoms that alert
the driver of a potential problem that should be serviced. The most common symptom
associated with a bad or failing crankshaft position sensor is difficulty starting the vehicle. The
crankshaft position sensor monitors the position and speed of the crankshaft and other
parameters that play an important role when starting the engine. If the crankshaft position
sensor is having a problem, the vehicle may have intermittent starting issues or not start at all.
Another symptom commonly associated with a problematic crankshaft position sensor is
intermittent stalling. If the crankshaft position sensor or its wiring have any issues, it can cause
the crankshaft signal to be cut off while the engine is running, which can cause the engine to
stall. This is usually a sign of a wiring problem. However, a bad crankshaft position sensor can
also produce this symptom. Another issue of a potential problem with the crankshaft position
sensor is an illuminated Check Engine Light. A Check Engine Light can also be set off by a wide
variety of other issues. Having the computer scanned for trouble codes is highly recommended.
Slow or uneven acceleration can result from a lack of accuracy and make it difficult to maintain
a constant speed. Should you feel or hear a brief stutter in the engine, it may be a sign of

misfiring cylinders from a bad crankshaft position sensor. A failing crankshaft position sensor
cannot provide the right information about piston positioning in the engine, causing a cylinder
to misfire. This could also occur from faulty spark plug timing, but if the spark plug checks out,
then the crankshaft sensor is likely the source. Another sign of a crankshaft position sensor
problem is rough idling. While idling at a red light or otherwise stopped, you may notice the
engine grinding or vibrating. Any out-of-the-ordinary vibrations should be inspected by a
mechanic as soon as possible. Lacking accurate timing information from the crankshaft
position sensor, fuel injectors won't pump gas into the engine efficiently. The engine will use
more gas than it needs on short and long drives, reducing overall fuel economy. Have a
mechanic inspect the sensor â€” as insufficient fuel economy can occur from other issues as
well. The crankshaft position sensor is critical to proper engine functionality and performance
due to the vital signal it provides for engine calculations. Issues with the crankshaft sensor can
quickly lead to problems that affect the drivability of the vehicle. For this reason, if you suspect
your crankshaft position sensor has an issue, have the vehicle inspected by a professional
technician right away. They will be able to diagnose your car and replace your crankshaft
position sensor if necessary. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is
Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services,
including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to
you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over
2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Cost.
Service Location. Issues Starting the Vehicle The most common symptom associated with a bad
or failing crankshaft position sensor is difficulty starting the vehicle. Intermittent Stalling
Another symptom commonly associated with a problematic crankshaft position sensor is
intermittent stalling. Engine Misfires or Vibrates Should you feel or hear a brief stutter in the
engine, it may be a sign of misfiring cylinders from a bad crankshaft position sensor. Reduced
Gas Mileage Lacking accurate timing information from the crankshaft position sensor, fuel
injectors won't pump gas into the engine efficiently. Check Engine Light. Home Articles. The
statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently
verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings.
YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection
reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Kenneth 20 years of experience. Request Kenneth.
Kenneth performed excellent, conscientious service. On time and efficient. Chris 22 years of
experience. Request Chris. Chris arrived early and had our problem solved in a short time.
Great service!! Chris is always on time and very professional. It was able to quickly assess the
issues and give us a recommendation on what we should do for a repair. Diego 21 years of
experience. Request Diego. Diego is very professional Incompetent Mechanic. Very cordial And
goes the extra mile to Explain His findings. Diego did a wonderful job repairing my Jeep, It was
such a pleasure working with him. I spent the entire time out in my garage while he was here, I
would give him six stars if I could. Victor 35 years of experience. Request Victor. Need Help
With Your Car? Related articles. Read more. Related que
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stions obd trouble code p , hard up shifting The code P is for the cam sensor but since you
already replaced it, then you will have to have the camshaft end play checked per a technical
service bulletin TSB to see if it is in excess of specifications It started shaking then stalled out
and wouldn't start back up This may be related to many different possibilities, some of which
may be related to a lack of spark and some of which may be related to a fuel delivery problem or
a combination of both. For example, if the My Check Engine Light is on, and the code points to
the thermostat. Is it safe to drive my car with this issue? If you can write back in with the exact
Diagnostic Trouble Code DTC that Autozone downloaded for you, we can give you a more
precise answer. For want of that detail, if you are referring to the "engine cooling system
Browse other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection today! Vehicle Engine
Electrical Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

